
Seasonal evolution of sea ice surface temperature and thickness 

Thorndike (1992) 



Some assumptions and simplifications: 

- Ignore sensible and latent heat fluxes, radiation 
absorbed at upper surface 

- Linearize outgoing LW radiation 

- FSW = 0 in winter (half the year) 

- FSW ≈ 200 W/m2 in summer (half the year) 

- Linear temperature profile through ice 

- Heat capacity and conductivity constant 

- Tb is always at the freezing point 

- Ignore salinity, snow, melt ponds, dynamics, ridging… 

- Atmospheric and oceanic heat fluxes constant 

- Boring ocean (mixed layer only, no brine rejection) 



Winter (cooling and growing) 

cooling happens fast (~10 days) 
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Winter (cooling and growing) 

Ts as a function of h while growing 
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Summer (warming and melting) 

warming happens fast (~20 days) 

(16) 



Summer (warming and melting) 

melt rate of ice (Ts = Tb = 0) 

(17) 

(melt rate independent of h) 



Numerical solutions (FSW= 200 W/m2) 



Numerical solutions (FSW= 200 W/m2) 



Numerical solutions (FSW= 235.4 W/m2) 



Numerical solutions (FSW= 235.5 W/m2) 



Numerical solutions (FSW= 235.6 W/m2) 
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Numerical solutions (FSW= 235.5 W/m2) 



Numerical solutions (FSW= 235.6 W/m2) 



Seasonal cycle of ice thickness 
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Bitz and Roe (2004) 
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Kwok and Rothrock (2009) 

Observations of ice thickness Some model results 

modern 
climate 

thinning 
under 
2xCO2  

Bitz (2008) 

Thick ice thins more than thin ice thins 



Some assumptions and simplifications: 

- Ignore sensible and latent heat fluxes, radiation 
absorbed at upper surface 

- Linearize outgoing LW radiation 

- FSW = 0 in winter (half the year) 

- FSW ≈ 200 W/m2 in summer (half the year) 

- Linear temperature profile through ice 

- Heat capacity and conductivity constant 

- Tb is always at the freezing point 

- Ignore salinity, snow, melt ponds, dynamics, ridging… 

- Atmospheric and oceanic heat fluxes constant 

- Boring ocean (mixed layer only, no brine rejection) 



e.g., snow cover 

Notz (2009) 



Extension of Thorndike by Eisenman and Wettlaufer (2009) 

Eisenman (2007) 



Extension of Thorndike by Eisenman and Wettlaufer (2009) 

Eisenman (2007) 

seasonal cycle of FSW 

D depends on 
temperature gradient 

fractional ice area coverage 
 smoothly varying albedo 



Extension of Thorndike by Eisenman and Wettlaufer (2009) 
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Extension of Thorndike by Eisenman and Wettlaufer (2009) 



2xCO2 warming 

CCSM3 slab ocean simulation 

Bitz (2008) 

Sea ice albedo feedback 



2xCO2 warming with 
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Sea ice albedo feedback 



ice line 

Feldl and Roe, in preparation 
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Sea ice albedo feedback 
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